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E D I T 0 R I A L. 

".7e have becane conscious of the wa,. the ll'Ei'ISLETTER is evolving, frcm 
its original, blotting paper and news of tar-fi\µlg Archaeologists, form to 
what is virtuall,- a Scientific Journal, which has been appearing during 
this last year or so. In our imaginations we are tempted to foresee future 
issues with gorgeous , lite-size polychromes (a good archaeological word), 
and each site-report scented with its own characteristic aroma ! But, on 
our return to Earth, we discover scme problems which are worth mentioning and 
which will have to be overccme before an,-one's plans tor the NE'.'ISLE'l'l'ER are 
to be fulfilled. 

Ever,.one knows that to produce the NE'.'ISLE'l'l'ER is expensive in mone7 and 

.... ... 

ti.me, but it is ver,- difficult to estimate the quantities of these expenses. "' 
Ro"llever, we ma7 discount the time aspect, tor , thou8h it should not be taken 
for granted, it people who do spend their ti.me did not think it well spe.nt, 
there would be no Archaeologr. On the other hand, the money aspect may appear 
on the surface to be simpler than it ;-eall,- is.- The tact is that the Auckland ~ 
issue, f or example, depends upon a whole host of hidden subsidies, such as 
the use of the Universify Binder,- and Universify employed draughtBJDen and, 
for that matter, it we ourselves were as tull7 employed in giving lectures as 
some ot our colleagues we would have no ti.me for this work. But, fortunately, 
the University Authorities realize that t!leir International reputation is 
being upheld through the support of the HE'ilSLETTER! The problem which we see 
is that we are now exploiting these resources about as thoroughly as i s poss-
ible , and that they could not support any :further e::cpansions or developnents 
»ithout special arrangements being made and special 1\mds set aside. This full 
exploitation of the available resources is probably true for the other issues 
of the !TE'llSLE'l'l'ER and though the present centralized organization is, amongst 
other t h1llb-s, an econ<llldcal one, 1 t is bard to see how the l'IEl'ISLETTER wil.l be 
ever able to entirely fultil the need for a thoroU8h published record of llfew 
Zealand Archaeologr. 

In conclusion, and turning to another topic, it may be noticed that there 
is no consistent editorial policy 1n this issue towards that vexed subject of 
expressing the long vowels of the Maori Language in writing. We have no wish 
to arouse such a controversy as the one which simlllers in the Press, which would 
not only obscure linguistic issues but be irrelevant to archaeological reports. 
In our opinion there is little or no chance ot ambigui v and these cll.fferencea 
should be al.lowed to exist aa a refiect1C1D ot iJldividual opblions. 




